Reduction of N 2 by nitrogenases occurs at an organometallic iron cofactor that commonly also contains either molybdenum or vanadium. The well-characterized resting state of the cofactor does not bind substrate, so its mode of action remains enigmatic. Carbon monoxide was recently found to replace a bridging sulfide, but the mechanistic relevance was unclear. Here we report the structural analysis of vanadium nitrogenase with a bound intermediate, interpreted as a m 2 -bridging, protonated nitrogen that implies the site and mode of substrate binding to the cofactor. Binding results in a flip of amino acid glutamine 176, which hydrogen-bonds the ligand and creates a holding position for the displaced sulfide. The intermediate likely represents state E 6 or E 7 of the Thorneley-Lowe model and provides clues to the remainder of the catalytic cycle.
N itrogen bioavailability is limited by the chemical stability of N 2 gas, making modern agriculture dependent on inorganic nitrogen fertilizers that have boosted crop yields during the 20th century to enable unprecedented population growth (1) . Today, excessive fertilization is leading to increasing environmental release of reactive nitrogen species that affect water quality and human health (2) . Alternative strategies for sustained crop production are sought, and among these, the enzyme nitrogenase-the sole biological solution for reducing atmospheric N 2 -is of outstanding importance. It provides fixed nitrogen in the exact quantities required and operates at ambient conditions, fueled by adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (3, 4) . Nitrogenase is an oxygen-sensitive metalloenzyme consisting of a reductase, Fe protein, and a catalytic dinitrogenase that dynamically form a complex for every single-electron transfer event, triggered by ATP hydrolysis in Fe protein (4) (5) (6) . All nitrogenases share a single evolutionary origin, but they group into three different classes according to the metal ions used at the catalytic site (7) . In the most widespread molybdenum nitrogenases, this site is FeMo cofactor, a [Mo:7Fe:9S:C]:homocitrate cluster with a central carbide for structural rigidity (6, 8) , an apical Mo 3+ (9) , and three characteristic "belt" sulfides termed S2B, S3A, and S5A ( fig. S1A) (10) . Alternative nitrogenases are produced from distinct gene clusters under molybdenum limitation and replace molybdenum with vanadium (FeV cofactor) or iron (FeFe cofactor). FeV cofactor, a [V:7Fe:8S: C]:CO 3 :homocitrate moiety in VFe protein, resembles FeMo cofactor but features a carbonate replacing S3A (fig. S1B) (11) . Mo and V nitrogenases differ in potential and reactivity (12) , most notably in that the MoFe protein inhibitor carbon monoxide (CO) is reduced by VFe protein to various hydrocarbons, in analogy to FischerTropsch chemistry (13) .
Before this work, all nitrogenases were isolated in a stable resting state, and because reduction requires the dynamic action of Fe protein, structural analysis to date was largely limited to this form. Mechanistic studies pioneered by Bulen and Lecomte showed H 2 to be a by-product of N 2 reduction (14) , and Simpson and Burris found that it occurs at least stoichiometrically (15) , leading Thorneley and Lowe (16) to outline an eightelectron catalytic cycle (states E 0 to E 7 ) for the six-electron reduction of N 2 and the concomitant generation of H 2 . In the Thorneley-Lowe model, reduction of the enzyme by three or four electrons is required before N 2 binds in exchange for H 2 ( fig. S2) (16, 17) , whereby N 2 is the only substrate whose reduction is inhibited by H 2 (18) . The question of how an already highly reduced cofactor accumulates three or four more electrons at isopotential was addressed by studying ligand binding to variants of MoFe protein, which suggested that electrons are stored as hydrides (H -) on the cluster surface (19, 20) , in line with earlier findings that at no point would the cluster itself take up more than a single electron (21) . In the critical E 4 state, two adjacent hydrides would undergo reductive elimination of H 2 , leaving the metal site reduced by two low-potential electrons that render it capable of binding and activating N 2 (22, 23) . Based on a V70
NifD variant, Fe6 and the cluster face located beneath V70 and framed by Fe2, Fe3, Fe6, and Fe7 were indirectly implied as the site of N 2 binding (24) . From this point, a deeper mechanistic understanding of nitrogenase catalysis thus awaits the assignment of actual molecular structures to reaction intermediates E 1 through E 7 . When CO inhibition of Mo dinitrogenase was recently exploited to obtain the first ligand-bound structure of FeMo cofactor (25) , CO replaced belt sulfide S2B, yielding a m 2 -bridging metal carbonyl ( fig. S1C ). However, CO is a noncompetitive inhibitor that binds to a less reduced form of the enzyme than N 2 does, presumably E 2 (26) , and it was unclear how the observed binding mode related to N 2 catalysis. Importantly, although sulfide S2B was quantitatively replaced and was not detected in the immediate vicinity of the cofactor in the inhibited state, the subsequent removal of CO under turnover was sufficient to reinstate S2B and return the enzyme to the known resting state (25) . The structure of VFe protein showed the E 0 state, with carbonate replacing sulfide S3A, whereas S2B remained unchanged (11) . All of the different nitrogenases presumably share a common mechanism of dinitrogen activation and reduction. For further mechanistic insight, we thus set out to elucidate a nonresting state of the enzyme by x-ray crystallography.
Generation of a ligand-binding site on the cofactor
Previously, induction of VFe protein by Mo depletion and isolation in the presence of 2 to 5 mM Na 2 S 2 O 4 (11), serving as a reductant and O 2 scavenger, yielded pure enzyme and led to a structure at 1.35 Å of the resting state of FeV cofactor (11). We subsequently noted that if the isolation process was carried out swiftly and with a decreased amount of reductant, the intensity of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals-but not their position-changed characteristically (Fig. 1B) . This gradual transition varied between preparations, but prolonged reduction with 20 mM dithionite consistently resulted in resting state spectra. Notably, both forms of the enzyme retained the same catalytic activity and reduced both acetylene and N 2 ( fig. S3 ). Accordingly, decreasing the amount of reductant during protein isolation led to well-diffracting crystals of an uncharacterized state of V nitrogenase that we designate the "turnover" state. Several data sets were obtained to investigate the anomalous contributions of Fe and S, and diffraction data were collected at 1.2-Å resolution ( fig. S4 ). VFe protein remained largely unchanged, including in particular the carbonate ligand bridging Fe4 and Fe5 of FeV cofactor, but the cluster contained a light atom replacing sulfide S2B.
The lability of the belt sulfides was established by the CO-inhibited structure of MoFe protein, but the fate of the released S2B remained unclear, and an anomalous difference density peak found at a distance of 21 Å from the cofactor was difficult to reconcile with an integral mechanistic role of the sulfide exchange (25) . Unfortunately, no structural data are available for the variants of Mo nitrogenase used for the cryo-annealing pulsed EPR studies that defined activated states (27) (28, 29) , but given that it pointed away from the cofactor, a role in catalysis remained unclear (fig. S5, C to H). In the turnover state, the side chain of Q176 rotated toward the FeV cofactor, placing the amide oxygen atom Oe1 at a distance of only 2.55 Å from the bridging light atom and 2.84 Å from imidazole Ne2 of residue histidine 180 (H180) ( Fig. 2A) , while retaining an H-bonding interaction with the a-carboxylate of homocitrate. The tight fixation of Oe1 of Q176 by three short hydrogen bonds would not be possible with a diatomic ligand at the cofactor, and glutamine rotation did not occur in the CO complex structure, where the carbonyl oxygen of the ligand is an exclusive H-bond acceptor ( fig. S6 ) (25) . It could also not be accommodated with S2B bridging Fe2 and Fe6 in the resting state of the enzyme, because the longer Fe-S distances of 2.3 Å compared with the distance to the light atom bound at 2.0 Å would leave no room for an inward-facing Q176 to form a direct hydrogen bond to H180 (Fig. 2B and  fig. S7 , A and B). Furthermore, the glutamine reorientation created a binding pocket within the protein cavity containing the cofactor, where we observed a new electron density maximum that was well modeled as a hydrosulfide anion (HS -) (Fig. 1A) . This makes the site a strong candidate for the long-sought temporary holding position for sulfide S2B close to the cofactor, which the CO complex did not reveal. To confirm the presence of HS -, we collected diffraction data on the resting and ligand-bound states of VFe protein at 7000 eV (wavelength, 1.7711 Å) to maximize the anomalous scattering contribution of sulfur with respect to that of iron (Fig. 2, C and D). The resulting electron density maps show the disappearance of the anomalous signal at the bridging position in the cofactor and its reappearance 7.0 Å away, in the pocket created by the rotation of Q176 (Fig. 2C) , whereas in the resting state, S2B was in place at the cofactor (Fig. 2D ). In its holding position, S2B is H-bonded to the backbone amides of glycine 48 (3.13 Å) and Q176 (3.13 Å) that transiently stabilize its negative charge ( Fig. 2A) , reminiscent of an oxyanion hole in protease active sites (30) .
We conclude that replacement of S2B at the cofactor is reversible and can occur during catalysis, with intermediate storage in a pocket provided by the side-chain swing of Q176, whose amide Oe1 interacts with the same residues in the resting state as HS -does in the turnover state (Fig. 2, A and B) . This defines an open active site at nitrogenase cofactor with free coordination sites for ligands at Fe2 and Fe6, residue H180 as a proton donor, and the inward-facing Oe1 of Q176 as an exclusive H-bond acceptor, marking its specific role in stabilizing protonated species. We assign the released sulfide as HS -, given that rebinding at the conclusion of the reaction will be favored for a nucleophile.
Ligand binding to the active site
For our structure, cultures were harvested during diazotrophic growth, and neither cells nor isolated protein were exposed to CO, O 2 , or further substrates other than N 2 . At 1.2-Å resolution, we refrain from an assignment of the nature of the bridging ligand based solely on its electron density, but instead restrict our discussion to oxygen and nitrogen as chemically reasonable candidates. Bond distances at the cofactor were 2.01 ± 0.04 Å for the two Fe-X bonds and 2.55 Å for a short hydrogen bond to amide Oe1 of Q176. This implies a protonated ligand-either a m-hydroxo state of water and should be the more stable species. Although H 2 O binding may be envisioned after the removal of S2B upon reduction to E 2 (discussed below), this would make water a competitive inhibitor of an enzymatic reaction, which would be biochemically peculiar, to say the least. O 2 , as an alternative source of oxygen, can be ruled out owing to strictly anoxic handling of the enzyme and the proven activity of turnover state preparations. Similarly, a m-nitrido ligand represents nitrogen at the oxidation level of ammonia (-III), the product after the completed eight-electron reaction cycle. This would be an E 0 state of the reaction scheme, albeit with bound product rather than with the m-sulfide S2B reinstated, and may correspond to an "E 8 " state previously reported as an interpretation of a spectroscopic intermediate "I" (32) . In the case of our active preparations of VFe protein, this would imply that the reinsertion of sulfide was not an integral part of the reaction cycle under high electron flux. However, an HN 2-complex is only two protonation events removed from releasing NH 3 , which should readily occur from H180, but we nevertheless find this state to be stable and persistent even on the time scale of protein crystallization. Together with the finding from EPR spectroscopy that turnover state preparations of VFe protein can be returned to the resting state by extended reduction (fig. S3B ), this suggests that the observed structure is an earlier catalytic intermediate. Given that the state is paramagnetic (Fig. 2B) , this should be E 6 , at a formal oxidation state of -I for the bound nitrogen atom (Fig. 3, A and C) , making the ligand formally a bridging nitrene. With its slightly distorted trigonal planar geometry (Fig. 3, A and B) , this modification features an empty p z -like orbital at the nitrogen atom that also stabilizes the intermediate, this time through p-backdonation from both iron sites and with strong preference for a more reduced form of the cofactor. Nitrenes are unstable compounds, but the proximity of Fe2 and Fe6 to the central carbon in the cofactorformally a C 4--may imply that the iron ions are effectively more reduced, or even that the cluster is able to transiently transfer two electrons to the ligand. Such a redox shift would result in a twoelectron oxidized cluster (still with spin S = 3/2) and a stable HN 2-ligand as described above that nevertheless would represent state E 6 rather than the resting state E 0 . Although speculative, this interpretation generates testable hypotheses for spectroscopic and theoretical studies that should unequivocally clarify the nature of the bound ligand.
From E 6 , two single-electron reduction steps return the enzyme to the known resting state E 0 , with S2B rebound and product NH 3 released. Assuming that the cluster itself is oxidized by two electrons at this stage, these reductions will take place on the cofactor, with each step successively decreasing the stabilizing effect of p-donation by the HN 2-ligand, rendering it prone to further protonation that will break the stabilizing, short hydrogen bond to Q176 to eventually release the bridging nitrogen in favor of end-on binding to either Fe2 or Fe6. We hypothesize that NH 2 will be bound at Fe2, as only there it can form a new short hydrogen bond to H180, with the imidazole Ne2 of this histidine as a possible proton donor (Fig. 3D) . Q176 then loses both the ligand atom and H180 as H-bonding partners, whereas Fe6 gains a free coordination site for a nucleophilic attack by HS -. This causes the glutamine to return to its resting position, concomitant with rebinding of the hydrogen sulfide ligand at Fe6. The final electron transfer to E 0 then enables the dissociation of NH 3 , with the Fe6-SH group able to provide a proton to reform the m 2 belt sulfide of the resting state E 0 (Fig. 3E ). In this model, S2B is instrumental for product dissociation, in line with suggestions from theory (33) .
Mechanistic axioms for nitrogenase catalysis
The structure of a nitrogenase turnover state establishes sulfide exchange in a bridging manner at Fe2 and Fe6 as part of the reaction mechanism and reveals the role of Q176 as an H-bond acceptor and a stabilizing structural element for intermediates of N 2 reduction. Although the power of x-ray diffraction to identify electronic states of individual atoms is limited, our structure has implications for earlier stages of the reaction cycle. Importantly, in spite of differences in activity and substrate range, all classes of nitrogenases are presumed to follow the same mechanistic pathway for N 2 reduction, and we therefore carefully extend data gained on MoFe protein to VFe protein. Also, the catalytic turnover of nitrogenase is rate-limited by electron delivery from Fe protein, which in turn is limited by the dissociation of phosphate (34) . This implies that each E state must be sufficiently stable to persist until the Sippel (C) Turnover-state FeV cofactor, with anomalous difference electron density maps contoured at the 5s level and collected at x-ray energies of 7000 eV (tan) for sulfur and 12398 eV (gray) for iron. The holding site shows a prominent peak for sulfur, whereas the bridging position at Fe2 and Fe6 does not. (D) In an analogous map for the resting-state enzyme, no electron density peak is observed in the holding site, but the bridging sulfide S2B is found at the cluster. (E) Relative anomalous scattering contributions of Fe, V, and S at the two energies used in (C) and (D). At 7100 eV, S shows a stronger signal than Fe, whereas at 12398 eV, the situation is the reverse. V is a strong contributor at both energies and the most dominant at 7100 eV.
next electron transfer occurs. We thus avoid unfavorable geometries or unusual coordination numbers. Furthermore, bridging hydrides are thermodynamically more stable than terminal hydrides (35) . Together with the demonstrated ability of nitrogenase cofactors to take up one electron only (21) , the delivery of every second electron from Fe protein can give rise to a bridging hydride, and the reduction of substrate thus can be conceptually discussed in two-electron steps (24, 36) . At the same time, proton supply from the protein surface to the cluster is straightforward once H180 is recognized as the prime proton donor in catalysis ( fig. S9 ), as much as Q176 is a stabilizing H-bond acceptor whose inward movement is reversibly linked to S2B displacement.
Implications for N 2 reduction by nitrogenase
During the entire catalytic cycle, the cofactor oscillates between only two redox states, paramagnetic M N (as isolated) and diamagnetic M Alternatively, one or both Fe-S bonds to S2B may already be broken (Fig. 4A ), in line with the presumed binding of CO at E 2 (26) . An inwardfacing Q176 might also stabilize a bridging hydride, but only after S2B moves to its holding site. If at this point the hydride is lost as H 2 owing to accidental protonation, an open, diferric binding site becomes available for CO but would not be sufficiently reduced for N 2 . States E 2 through E 4 can lose H -by protonation to yield H 2 , rationalizing the observed nonproductive electron flux to this shunt product ( fig. S2) . N 2 binding to cofactor occurs no earlier than at E 3 , where the association is reversible until further reduction, or at E 4 , from which the reaction is committed to proceed to ammonia release (38) . We propose that E 3 retains the structural features of E 2 , but with one Fe site reduced to formal Fe 2+ , rendering the state diamagnetic. From this, H 2 release would leave the cluster in a one-electron-reduced state with S2B removed and able to bind N 2 , but without constituting a reductive elimination and lacking a further electron for a bridging binding mode (Fig. 4A) . This binding is reversible, with N 2 as a leaving group and the S2B sulfhydryl ready to reseal the binding site, returning the enzyme to the E 1 state. Alternatively, further productive reduction and protonation leads to the crucial E 4 state, where a second bridging hydride is formed. Guided by reasonable coordination geometries, we suggest that this occurs again between Fe2 and Fe6, ideally orienting both hydrides for subsequent reductive elimination of H 2 , which leaves the cofactor in an activated, two-electron-reduced state able to bind N 2 (Fig. 4A) . The antiferromagnetic coupling of Fe2 and Fe6 hereby determines that the residual electrons reside on different Fe centers rather than on a single, superreduced site ( fig. S11 ). In its inward-facing conformation, the amide Oe1 atom of Q176 may stabilize the bridging hydrides, but upon elimination of H 2 , it readily makes room for an incoming N 2 molecule that undergoes a rapid two-electron reduction from both iron sites, leading to a bridging ligation, similar to the CO complex observed for MoFe protein (25) . A fundamental difference between the ligands is that the oxygen atom of CO can exclusively serve as an H-bond acceptor, as it does for histidine ( fig. S6 ), but cannot interact with Oe1 of the glutamine, preventing the conformational flip and keeping the holding site inaccessible for S2B. An N 2 molecule reduced by two electrons, however, would be twofoldprotonated on the distal nitrogen (Fig. 4B) , allowing it to donate hydrogen bonds to both active site residues to drive the reaction forward. In this state, the proximal nitrogen is once more found in an electron-deficient nitrene-like configuration that may be stabilized by electron transfer from the cluster, as described for E 6 . All three conformations of the E 4 state (E 4 -H2, diferrous E 4 *, and E 4 -N2H2; Fig. 4C ) should readily interconvert, in line with the observed reversibility of N 2 binding and the known ability of nitrogenase to generate HD from D 2 (29, 39) .
Further along the reaction pathway, the enzyme is now committed to the complete reduction of the bound intermediate. The reduction step that follows creates the odd-electron, diamagnetic E 5 intermediate, with reduction occurring on the cluster. N-N bond cleavage only occurs upon the transition from E 5 to E 6 , when the next electron cannot be accommodated in the cluster itself. Possibly via transient formation of a surface hydride, a two-electron transfer to both nitrogen atoms releases the distal N as NH 3 but retains the proximal one as NH, as observed in the crystal structure. Our proposed reaction scheme thus starts after the distal pathway of N 2 reduction (40), but it no longer fits this model at the important transition of E 5 to E 6 , where the N-N bond is eventually cleaved. An alternative pathway of N 2 reduction may be straightforwardly envisioned by starting from the open and reduced E4* state and binding N 2 in a sideon (m-h 2 :h 2 ) mode at Fe2 and Fe6. This would directly lead to the intermediate diazene, but subsequently to hydrazine bound at E 6 , which is not congruent with our structural data ( fig. S7D ). On the other hand, this binding mode might apply to another important substrate, acetylene (C 2 H 2 ). In contrast to N 2 and CO, this compound is reduced by two electrons to ethylene (C 2 H 4 ) and to a lesser degree to ethane (C 2 H 6 ) by V nitrogenase (41) . Cleavage of the C-C bond does not occur, and although we take this as an indication that the m-h 2 :h 2 binding of N 2 is not part of the productive ammonium production reaction, it may well play a role in the reported formation of hydrazine by V nitrogenase (42) , as well as in the trapping of hydrazine in a variant of MoFe protein (43) .
Although this outline of a step-by-step mechanism for nitrogenase remains hypothetical, it reconciles existing biochemical data with new structural information, based on the direct observation of an accessible binding site with a bound catalytic intermediate of N 2 reduction by nitrogenase. Our findings are consistent with a bridging hydride replacing sulfide S2B at E 2 . Possibly only after H 2 loss through protonation, the open binding site at Fe2 and Fe6 of the cofactor becomes the binding site for less critical substrates such as C 2 H 2 and CO, whereas N 2 binding requires E 3 or E 4 . These concepts open new avenues for biochemical and theoretical investigations and can be used for a reassessment of the large amount of available spectroscopic and functional data. They furthermore provide a sound basis for the generation and characterization of other reaction intermediates, in particular the mechanistically crucial N 2 -bound E 4 state, to complement the kinetic scheme with a detailed structural and electronic analysis. so that the reduction of N 2 may be described in two-electron steps. From the resting state E 0 , reduction to E 2 leads to the formation of the first hydride. If this is lost owing to protonation, the state is susceptible to CO inhibition and consequently may have already eliminated HS -. The critical E 4 state holds two hydrides and binds N 2 upon reductive elimination of H 2 . After two further reduction steps to E 6 , the first NH 3 is released, and the proximal nitrogen undergoes the first change of oxidation state. Horizontal arrows represent two-electron transfer events.
(B) An analogous arrangement of H180 and Q176 can also accommodate bound N 2 after double protonation in the E 4 state, but without forming a hydrogen bond between the amino acid residues, requiring a hypothetical rearrangement of Q176. (C) As the key intermediate, the E 4 state is generated by formation of two bridging hydrides (E 4 -H2). Reductive elimination of H 2 leaves Fe2 and Fe6 in a highly reactive, doubly reduced state (E 4 *) that can bind N 2 and immediately transfer two electrons (E 4 -N2H2). These steps are reversible, explaining HD formation in the presence of D 2 .
